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New Equipment Delivers New Possibilities in Cancer Detection
You may recall that in January, Royal

RUH Foundation’s Board of Directors has

the province in Gynecologic Oncology

University Hospital (RUH) Foundation

already granted $1.5 million for priority

innovation. In June, Dr. Hopkins made

launched one of the largest campaigns in

surgical equipment. This includes a cutting-

history using this state-of-the-art device

our history: Mission Possible: Operation

edge technological hand-held probe

by entering the first-ever gynecologic

New O.R. You probably also know that the

called SPY-PHI, which has been purchased

oncology patient in an international surgical

mission is to raise $20 million to transform

for use in colorectal and gynecological

cancer clinical trial in Saskatchewan.

surgical care at RUH. What you might not

cancer surgery at RUH. The SPY-PHI was

Besides unintentionally having a name fit

know is that generous donor support has

recently put to use by gynecologic cancer

for the Mission Possible: Operation New

already begun to benefit patients and

surgeon Dr. Laura Hopkins, BSc, MSc, MD,

O.R. Campaign, the SPY-PHI probe makes

their medical teams. How? Through the

FRCSC, (pictured above far left) who was

it possible for Dr. Hopkins and her medical

generosity of donor support in 2020–2021,

recruited to Saskatchewan in 2019 to lead

teams to identify cancer spread before it
Cont’d on page 4
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LEGACY OF GIVING
Committed to Supporting Families and Communities
Mary and Oscar Slaght (and sons Robert

“Our story shows the importance RUH has

and Richard) moved to Saskatoon from

for families and communities. Teaching,

Ontario in 1990 and immediately committed

research and gold standard medical care are

to support health-care priorities at Royal

worthwhile investments. We are so very

University Hospital (RUH). Many of their

proud of the foresight and generosity of

family’s big life events took place at RUH.

spirit of our parents,” says son Robert.

Oscar himself struggled with cardiac health
issues until his passing in 1997. He was very

Wills are more than just legal documents

grateful for the quality of care at RUH.

to distribute your personal assets. They
are also a powerful tool to make a change

In their estate planning, they included RUH

in the world. Mary and Oscar’s support will

as a beneficiary of a heritage insurance

directly benefit and help improve the care

policy. Mary and Oscar were proud

and experience of patients and families at

members of RUH Foundation’s Guild of

RUH.

Oscar and Mary Slaght

Friends – a special group of donors who
have made provisions for RUH in their

Interested in learning more? Please contact

Giving Officer, at 306.655.6501 |

estate plan.

Candace Boersma, Annual and Legacy

candace.boersma@ruhf.org.

PATIENT STORY

A Lifesaving Trip
to RUH’s New
Adult Emergency
Department
Howard Derksen led a busy life and his
work, designing farm machinery, allowed
him to visit many places around North
America. Originally from Langham, Howard
now lives in Saskatoon close to his daughter
and grandchildren.
Although he had experienced several health
issues previously, including cardiac surgery,
he still was not sure what was happening
on the morning of April 27, 2021. Howard
had a busy morning, running errands and
washing the car. By the time he got home, he
felt awful. “I had aching arms and no energy.
I didn’t want it to be something bad, so I just
thought of excuses as to why I was feeling

Howard Derksen is grateful for the hard-working medical teams at RUH

so horrible,” says Howard. Eventually, he
Cont’d on page 4
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PAST CAMPAIGN OUTCOMES
Home is Where the Heart is
Give in a heartbeat. That was the message
behind Royal University Hospital (RUH)
Foundation’s 2011–2012 Every Heart
Matters Campaign. The goal was to advance
the excellent cardiac care program at RUH
and to create a space dedicated to the
treatment, research, and education of heart
rhythm disorders. This advanced subspecialty is called Cardiac Electrophysiology
(or EP). Before the campaign, Saskatchewan
was one of only two provinces in Canada
that did not offer this treatment on a full-

The province’s first full-time Kinsmen Telemiracle Foundation
Electrophysiology Laboratory opened in June 2012

time basis. Some patients had to leave the

electrical impulses of the heart. When

anonymous donation of $100,000 matched

province for treatment, adding emotional

these impulses misfire, the result can be a

by the Estate of Bob Steane, and another

and financial burden to an already difficult

debilitating heart rhythm disorder, called

$100,000 donation by the Kinsmen

time for themselves and their families.

arrhythmia. Using advanced equipment and

Telemiracle Foundation, the upgrade

Working alongside the passionate EP

techniques, the EP Cardiologist can pinpoint

was funded and life-changing treatment

Cardiology Specialists Drs. Carlos Stuglin

and treat the problem area inside the heart.

continued.

Ventricular Arrhythmia Support Group (The

In June 2012, RUH proudly opened the

One in four Canadians suffers from

Live Wires), donor support helped raise $10

province’s first advanced full-time Cardiac

arrhythmia; it is more common than people

million!

EP Lab named The Kinsmen Telemiracle

realize. The upgraded Cardiac EP laboratory

Foundation Electrophysiology Laboratory.

and program at RUH continues to improve

The Kinsmen Telemiracle Foundation

It is a world-class facility dedicated to the

the quality of life of heart patients in our

stepped forward with a lead gift of $1.5

management and treatment of arrhythmia.

province through an average of 200 EP

and Kelly Coverett, their teams and RUH’s

million to equip the new Cardiac EP

cases and 450 pacemakers every year. Your

laboratory. State-of-the-art equipment is

In 2020, the EP Lab required a critical

support nine years ago continues to ensure

essential when managing heart rhythm

new $300,000 software system upgrade

a healthy heartbeat for patients today and

disorders. Cardiac EP focuses on the

to continue operating. Thanks to an

tomorrow. Thank you.

Welcome Doug Osborn!
Royal University Hospital (RUH) Foundation is pleased to introduce
Doug Osborn as our Volunteer Board Chair. Doug has served on the RUH
Foundation Board of Directors since 2015 and is also a member of the
$20-million Mission Possible: Operation New O.R. Campaign Cabinet.
Doug, a former Partner with MLT Aikins LLP, retired in 2019. Doug, his
wife Irene and their family, have been generous donors to RUH Foundation.
With his passion and skilled leadership, Doug will guide our Foundation in
strong Board governance and raise much needed funds to support lifesaving research, state-of-the-art equipment, capital improvements and
education at RUH. Please join us in thanking Doug for his commitment to

(l-r) Former Board Chair Don Neufeld; Board Chair Doug Osborn;
Doug’s mother Sheila Osborn; and his daughter, Carolyn Aumiller

Saskatchewan, RUH Foundation and health-care excellence for patients,
their families and our medical teams.
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New Equipment Delivers New Possibilities in Cancer Detection
from treating large numbers of folks who

your families and RUH’s world-class

have COVID to re-concentrating our efforts

professionals deserve better. “Donor

on surgical initiatives.” The vision for

support will help build new O.R.s and buy

RUH’s new pre- and post-operative areas,

equipment that will allow us to see and do

new operating rooms and technology goes

things that, until recently, would have been

hand-in-hand with the Ministry of Health

impossible!” says Dr. Hopkins.

and Saskatchewan Health Authority‘s
commitment.

To learn more about the Mission Possible:
Operation New O.R. Campaign and how you

The SPY-PHI hand held probe is a game-changer
for surgeons at RUH

can be detected using the naked eye or any

RUH’s operating rooms are 43 years old.

can help, call Lisa Sands, Chief Development

While RUH’s dedicated and knowledgeable

Officer, at 306.655.6477 or join the mission

surgical teams are second to none, the

online at ruhf.org/donate. If we combine our

operating rooms are outdated and cramped.

efforts, we can make this mission possible,

Modern medicine demands better. You,

together. Thank YOU!

other imaging technology available right
now. This has never been done before in
Saskatchewan. Thanks to donor support
for making this possible! YOU are helping
to advance cancer detection and treatment
while saving lives, right here at home.
There is an unprecedented urgency for this
campaign to succeed. The topic of “surgery
backlog” due to COVID-19 is a reality and
puts additional pressure on our health-care
system. If you are on a wait list, you know
the importance of not having to wait. The
government is committed to address the
surgical wait times that the pandemic has
created. “There will need to be a ‘renewed
focus’ coming out of the pandemic,” said
Premier Scott Moe to a Global News
reporter on May 3. He continued, “All hands
on deck, shifting our health-care capacity

Dr, John Shaw, MBBCh, FCSSA, MMed(Surg), FRCSC, Clinical Professor Division Head, General Surgery
Saskatchewan Health Region and University of Saskatchewan College of Medicine, gives a “thumbs up”
after opening the new SPY-PHI boxes

Cont’d from page 2
phoned his long-time partner Norma who

This was not his first visit to RUH and,

equipment and the professional expertise

rushed him to the emergency room at Royal

now home recovering, he reflects on his

and treatment at RUH. I am grateful I can get

University Hospital (RUH). The medical

experience. “Every time, the care is first

that kind of care right here at home.”

team jumped into action, moved Howard

class. This year I’m especially impressed

into the Cardiac Cath Lab, and performed

with the hard-working people at RUH. They

If you would like to share your story or

an angiogram within minutes of his arrival.

are dedicated and caring, even when they

make a donation, please contact Bev

Thinking it was still a false alarm, Howard

must be tired from working through these

Cooper, Senior Development Officer at

was soon proven wrong by the cardiac team

past 18 months of Covid-19,” says Howard.

306.655.1063 | bev.cooper@ruhf.org.

and cardiologist. He was having a heart

“It is not the first time my life has been

attack.

saved by advanced new technology and

PG. 4
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CEO’s MESSAGE

STAFF PROFILE

In June, while sitting in the pre-operative
area at Royal University Hospital (RUH)
with my adult son listening to his surgeon
and anesthetist explain what was about to
happen, I reflected on life’s unpredictable
nature. It’s not a matter of if but when you or
a loved one will need surgery. I looked around
the crowded area and felt excitement for the
future. Thanks to our Mission Possible:
Operation New O.R. Campaign, and donors
like you, we will create a new pre-operative
space for private conversations between
patients, their families and the medical
teams. The $20-million mission to transform
surgical care at RUH will completely change
the experience for you and your loved ones.

A few of the hard-working Entrance Attendants at RUH: (standing l-r) Lorene W., Fahad N., Joelene H.;
(seated l-r) Ray T., Lani M.

received support from the Ministry of Health

RUH’s Front-line Workers, Literally

to issue a Request for Proposal (RFP) to begin

Many of us felt like the COVID-19 pandemic

“I really enjoy my job as an Entrance

the work to engage internal stakeholders to

appeared almost overnight. Suddenly the

Attendant at RUH. I like helping people.

prepare the final plans of this long-overdue

world around us changed and we moved into

Over the past year and a half, there have

transformation.

a “lock-down” in late March 2020.

been many changes to SHA’s family

Saskatchewan Health Authority has officially

presence policy and we need to keep up
Due to the pandemic, thousands of surgeries

Saskatchewan Health Authority (SHA) had

with all the changes and ensure they are

were postponed. The growing backlog of

to quickly pivot to establish a screening

followed to keep all patients, staff and

people waiting for surgery is adding immense

process for each person entering facilities

families as safe as we can,” says Joelene,

pressure on RUH’s operating rooms. The new

across the province including Royal

who previously worked at a long term

state-of-the-art O.R.s will help accelerate

University Hospital (RUH). Staff were

care facility. She continues, “It’s not an

surgeries and decrease wait times. With your

redeployed from areas such as Food

easy job. We have loved ones grieving the

help, we will transform surgical care at RUH

and Nutrition Services, Housekeeping,

loss of a family member or angry visitors

so patients like my son can live their best life.

Emergency, and Administration to assist

frustrated with the policies and rules. For

Thank you.

with the new process. In September 2020,

many visitors, our screening area is a safe

an Acute Site Screening Department was

place for them to talk freely, cry openly,

formalized and today it consists of 16

voice their frustrations, and share their

Entrance Attendants that work assigned

joys. As Entrance Attendants, we all feel

shifts at RUH entrances during a 13-hour

compassion for these families and when the

day. The Entrance Attendants screen all

job gets tough, we can lean on each other for

people, monitor temperatures and ensure

support.”

everyone is safely sanitized and masked to
prevent the spread of COVID-19.

Thank you to all the Entrance Attendants
working to keep everyone entering RUH safe

In addition to patients and RUH staff walking

and for literally being on the front-line in

through the doors of RUH each day, there

these unprecedented times.

are typically 400 to 600 essential support
people screened daily. These people provide
support to a loved one being treated at the
CEO ARLA GUSTAFSON

hospital.
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FFUN Spirit Teed off in Support of Health Care
It was a hole-in-win-win for the sold-out FFUN Spirit Champions Classic golf tournament
in support of RUH Foundation’s Mission Possible: Operation New O.R. Campaign! The
two-day event teed off on August 25 with an autograph event at Saskatoon Volkswagen
where the community was invited to meet some of their all-time favourite hockey
heroes followed by a pre-tournament draft night where hockey champions were
auctioned off and paired with the highest bidder for a round of golf at Willows Golf &
Country Club the next day.
The 2021 FFUN Spirit Champion Classic, presented by BMA Benefits, successfully raised
$207,000 to help build and equip new state-of-the-art operating rooms to help reduce
wait times to be able to save and improve more lives at Royal University Hospital –

(l-r) Mark Leoppky, FFUN Motor Group President
& CEO; Arla Gustafson, RUH Foundation CEO; Doug
Osborn, RUH Foundation Board Chair; Bob Fawcett,
Volunteer

Saskatchewan’s busiest hospital. FFUN Spirit is the charitable and philanthropic arm of the FFUN Group, one of Canada’s fastest growing
companies in the automotive and recreational retail space. Thank you for your attendance, generosity and support!
1991. RUH was like his second home and
his colleagues a second family. Dr. Kilduff
placed a high value on medical research and
education, and he dedicated his life to those
that needed him the most: his patients.
In 2006, Kieron, Gerry and their families

ENDOWMENT
IMPACT

established the Kilduff Family Endowment,
to support research and advancement in the
Department of Anesthesia.
Over the past fifteen years, the initial
donation of $75,000 to create the
endowment has grown to over $122,000
and has provided over $40,000 in funding
through annual distributable earnings to
the Department of Anesthesia. In 2020,
the Kilduff Family Endowment helped
fund the purchase of a much-needed
Laryngoscope. The anesthetic laryngoscope
assists anesthesiologists in obtaining a

Dr. Chris Kilduff, proud Irishman,passionate Anesthesiologist and Head of the ICU with a patient

The Kilduff Family Endowment Continues
its Decade Long Support of the Department
of Anesthesia
Brothers Kieron and Gerry Kilduff and their

support of research, training and patient

families wanted to honour the memory of

care, as well as to attract and retain

their father with a gift to Royal University

leading medical professionals to RUH. Dr.

Hospital (RUH) Foundation’s Royal Care

Christopher Kilduff, a proud Irishman and

Campaign (2004–2006). They knew their

a passionate Anesthesiologist worked at

father would have blessed the work done

the then University Hospital from the first

through the campaign to raise funds in

day it opened in 1955 until his death in

PG. 6
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clear view of the larynx, greatly facilitating
their ability to safely perform tracheal
intubation. Funding from the endowment
continues to have a direct benefit for
patients and their families in Saskatchewan.
To learn more about how to establish an
endowment and build a legacy of healthcare excellence now and in the future or
how to support RUH Foundation in other
ways, please contact Bev Cooper, Senior
Development Officer, at 306.655.1063 |
bev.cooper@ruhf.org.

SPECIAL INTEREST
Donating Investments to Royal University Hospital Foundation –
It’s a Win-Win
For many people in Saskatchewan,

much bigger tax advantages as opposed

supporting our hospitals and health care

to writing a cheque, and charities get the

is a top priority. The COVID-19 pandemic

much-needed support,” says Herb McFaull,

has brought into sharp focus the many

Certified Financial Planner and Chair of the

physicians, researchers, nurses and other

RUH Foundation Planned Giving Advisory

medical professionals at Royal University

Committee. We recommend you always

Hospital (RUH) who work tirelessly to care

consult with your Financial Advisor before

for and save patients’ lives every day. For

making this generous decision.

individuals looking to make a difference, one
way to contribute and support health care is

A gift of shares now or left in your Will

through in-kind donations of stocks, bonds,

through your estate planning will have an

or mutual funds. An in-kind donation means

impact on medical excellence in research,

that instead of selling the investment

training and patient care at RUH. It will also

and donating that cash, the stock, bond or

offer tax advantages to you and your heirs.

mutual fund is donated directly to RUH
Foundation.

For more information on how to leave a
lasting legacy through planned giving,

“In-kind charitable gifting of securities

please contact Candace Boersma, Annual

and mutual funds is on the rise due to

and Legacy Giving Officer, at 306.655.6501 |

the ‘win-win’ result; donors benefit from

candace.boersma@ruhf.org.

Herb McFaull, Certified Financial Planner
and Chair of RUH Foundation Planned Giving
Advisory Committee

Hospital Home Lottery goes BIG in Support of Priority Health Care
How can you support RUH and also have
a chance to win incredible prizes? Buy a
2021 Hospital Home Lottery ticket! The
Grand Prize is a stunning 3,600 sq. ft. $1.5
million Showhome built by Decora Homes
Ltd. in beautiful Greenbryre Estates!
And what about that Early Bird Prize – a
magnificent cottage built by Zak’s Homes
& Cottages and located in Elk Ridge
Estates minutes from Waskesiu. The
Early Bird deadline is midnight October
22. Don’t miss out on a chance to win
it! Since its inception in 1986, Hospital
Home Lottery has raised over $45 million
for our three hospitals thanks to the
community’s generous and continuous
support! Purchase your tickets today at

The Elk Ridge Cottage Early Bird Prize

HospitalHomeLottery.org.
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SPECIAL GIFTS

RUH Foundation Board of Directors 2021-2022
WELCOME NEW BOARD MEMBERS!

A gift In Honour is made to commemorate a
loved one or friend, to mark a milestone or to
celebrate a special occasion. A gift In Memory is
a lasting tribute to someone departed who was
respected and loved. We thank family members
and friends who paid tribute to the following
individuals between April 1 and June 30, 2021, by
making donations in their names.

IN HONOUR OF

EXECUTIVE

MEMBERS AT LARGE (cont’d)

Dr. Rashpal Basran
Dr. Rudradeo
Bowen
Dr. Kelly Coverett
Aaron Gardner
Dr. Dilip Gill
The Humboldt
Broncos
Dr. Michael Kelly
Pacemaker Clinic
and Unit 6000
Staff

Chair Douglas Osborn, Retired Lawyer

Dr. Graham Blue, Executive Director of Acute
Care, Saskatchewan Health Authority

IN MEMORY OF

Graham Blue

Erin Eccleston

Vice Chair Kaylynn Schroeder, Retired Senior
Executive
Member at large Joe Vidal, Executive
Chairman, Bioriginal Food & Science Corp.
Past Chair Irene Boychuk, Partner, EY LLP
CEO Arla Gustafson

Landon Fehr

Erin Eccleston, Partner, MLT Aikins LLP
Landon Fehr, Senior Manager, EY LLP
Grant Grenier, Manager of Infrastructure
Building Services, Saskatchewan Health
Authority
Mark Loeppky, President, FFUN Motor Group

MEMBERS AT LARGE
Valerie Arnault-Pelletier, Aboriginal
Coordinator, College of Medicine, University of
Saskatchewan
Dr. Marilyn Baetz, Vice-Dean of Faculty
Engagement, College of Medicine, University of
Saskatchewan

Sharon McDonald, Private Banker, RBC
Wealth Management
Emmanuelle Morin, Management Consultant,
CAMBIAR Consulting
Dr. Marek Radomski, Vice-Dean of Research,
College of Medicine, University of Saskatchewan

RUH FOUNDATION STAFF
YOU’RE INVITED!
September 27, 2021
Women Leading Philanthropy Voting Meeting
October 16, 2021

Chief Executive Officer Arla Gustafson
Chief Development Officer Lisa Sands
Chief Financial Officer Jocelyn Zurakowski, CPA, CA
Senior Development Officer Bev Cooper
Senior Communications Officer Lisa Wigerblad

The Royal Strange and Unusual Ball:
The Works of Tim Burton

Development Officer, Corporate & Community
Partnerships Tricia Haugen

November 30, 2021

Stewardship Donor Relations Officer Shawna
Jardine

Giving Tuesday
Visit ruhf.org for details.
If you wish to be removed from our mailing lists,
please contact us at 306.655.1984.
Royal University Hospital Foundation
does not sell, trade or lease the
personal information of its donors.

Annual and Legacy Giving Officer
Candace Boersma
Communications Officer Michelle Morrison
Operations Officer Mia Cavanagh

Margaret Bates
Pieternella and
Klaas Boersma
John Braun
Ronald P. Budd
Allison Chorneyko
John J. Corbett
Andrew Dumba
Peter Dyck
June Elliott
Ellen E. Garner
Leslie Gogol
Lorne Gordon
Frances Guzak
Judy Hlewka
Eileen Huckle
George T. Jarman
Joseph Kostyniuk
Zenon G. Kotelko
Elizabeth Kuling
John Loeppkey

Dr. Elliott Pally
Dr. Lissa Peeling
Afeefa Saeed
Marilyn Scutt
Benita Shodunke
Daniel Topola
Dr. Andrew Urmson
Dr. Stephan
Wardell

Katelyn Marit
Edward Mayson
Lee Miller
Vetha Paine
Kaela Piwarski
Cody Presnell
Jason Presnell
Albert Spanos
Max Struthers
Lena Sutherland
Jose F. TellezZenteno
Roberto Villanueva
Robert Woodcock
John T. Wright and
Greta Sleeva
(Wright)

If you would like to give a gift in honour of someone
special or in memory of a loved one who has
passed away, please contact RUH Foundation at
306.655.1984 or make your gift online at ruhf.org.
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